SERRA

TEXTURED WHITE

TEXTURED BLACK

ROCK MAPLE

DIMENSIONS: 600 x 1200 x 330 mm
MATERIALS: Rock maple, steel
LEAD TIME: 6 weeks
WARRANTY: 2 year structural
‘Serra’ is a bold, durable coffee table that
introduces a new element to the Furnished Forever
aesthetic. The product is comprised of a generous
timber top and steel plate underframe that creates
an engaging arrangement of space and material.
The form of the rolled steel is reminiscent of the
American Minimalist sculptor Richard Serra, of
which the product gets its name.
The coffee table can be used as a stand-alone
product, but was designed to pair with ‘Serra
Round’, providing an interactive and dynamic
element as a duo.
‘Serra’ comes in a textured black, or white, powder
coated frame and a white-tinted Maple top. Custom
colours and timber species available upon request.

BLACK STAINED

Designed and made in Australia.

Available exclusively through
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SERRA ROUND
DIMENSIONS: 800 x 800 x 390 mm
MATERIALS: Rock maple, steel
LEAD TIME: 6 weeks
WARRANTY: 2 year structural
TEXTURED WHITE

TEXTURED BLACK

ROCK MAPLE

BLACK STAINED

‘Serra Round’ is a bold, durable coffee table that
introduces a new element to the Furnished Forever
aesthetic. The product is comprised of a generous
timber top and steel plate underframe that creates
an engaging arrangement of space and material.
The form of the rolled steel is reminiscent of the
American Minimalist sculptor Richard Serra, of
which the product gets its name.
The coffee table can be used as a stand-alone
product, but was designed to pair with ‘Serra’,
providing an interactive and dynamic element as a
duo.
‘Serra Round’ comes in a textured black, or white,
powder coated frame and a white-tinted Maple top.
Custom colours and timber species available upon
request.
Designed and made in Australia.

Available exclusively through
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